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ABSTRACT
High-dimensional data poses a severe challenge for data min-
ing. Feature selection is a frequently used technique in pre-
processing high-dimensional data for successful data mining.
Traditionally, feature selection is focused on removing irrel-
evant features. However, for high-dimensional data, remov-
ing redundant features is equally critical. In this paper, we
provide a study of feature redundancy in high-dimensional
data and propose a novel correlation-based approach to fea-
ture selection within the filter model. The extensive em-
pirical study using real-world data shows that the proposed
approach is efficient and effective in removing redundant and
irrelevant features.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—
data mining ; I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning; I.5.2
[Pattern Recognition]: Design Methodology —feature eval-
uation and selection
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data mining is a process that consists of major steps such

as preprocessing, mining, and post-processing. Feature se-
lection is frequently used as a preprocessing step to data
mining. It is a process of choosing a subset of original fea-
tures by removing irrelevant and/or redundant ones. Fea-
ture selection has been effective in removing irrelevant and
redundant features, increasing efficiency in mining tasks, im-
proving mining performance like predictive accuracy, and
enhancing result comprehensibility [3, 5, 9]. Feature selec-
tion algorithms can broadly fall into the filter model or the
wrapper model [4, 9]. The filter model relies on general char-
acteristics of the training data to select some features with-
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out involving any mining algorithm. The wrapper model
requires one predetermined mining algorithm in feature se-
lection and uses its performance to evaluate and determine
which features are selected. It tends to give superior perfor-
mance as it finds features better suited to the predetermined
mining algorithm, but it also tends to be more computation-
ally expensive than the filter model [3]. When the number
of features becomes very large, the filter model is usually
chosen due to its computational efficiency.

In recent years, data has become increasingly larger in
both rows (i.e., number of instances) and columns (i.e., num-
ber of features) in many applications such as text catego-
rization [22], genome projects [21], and customer relation-
ship management [17]. This enormity may cause serious
problems to many data mining algorithms with respect to
scalability and mining performance. For example, high di-
mensional data (i.e., data sets with hundreds or thousands
of features) can contain high degree of irrelevant and re-
dundant information which may greatly degrade the perfor-
mance of mining algorithms. Therefore, feature selection
becomes very necessary for data mining tasks when facing
high dimensional data nowadays. However, this trend of
increase on both size and dimensionality also poses severe
challenges to feature selection algorithms in terms of effi-
ciency and effectiveness. Some of the recent research efforts
in feature selection have been focused on these challenges
from handling a huge number of instances [13, 15] to dealing
with high dimensional data [4, 16, 21]. The efforts in the
latter introduce algorithms in a hybrid model which com-
bines the advantages of both filter and wrapper algorithms
to achieve best possible performance with a particular min-
ing algorithm on high dimensional data with similar time
complexity of filter algorithms. However, these new algo-
rithms do not reduce the time complexity of previous filter
algorithms. In this work, we aim to develop an efficient fil-
ter solution for feature selection in high-dimensional data
which can effectively remove both irrelevant and redundant
features and is less costly in computation than the currently
available methods.

In section 2, we review previous work within the filter
model and point out their problems in the context of high
dimensionality. In section 3, we describe a correlation-based
measure used in our approach, introduce our definition of
feature redundancy based on a novel concept, predomi-
nant correlation, and propose a new algorithm that can
effectively select good features based on correlation analysis
with less than quadratic time complexity. In section 4, we



evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of this algorithm via
extensive experiments on real-world data comparing with
other representative feature selection algorithms. In section
5, we conclude our work with some possible extensions.

2. PREVIOUS WORK AND PROBLEMS
Within the filter model, different feature selection algo-

rithms can be further categorized into two groups, namely,
feature weighting algorithms and subset search algorithms,
based on whether they evaluate the goodness of features in-
dividually or through feature subsets. Below, we discuss the
advantages and shortcomings of algorithms in each group
and show the need of a new algorithm.

Feature weighting algorithms assign weights to features
individually and rank them based on their relevance to the
target concept. There are a number of different definitions
on feature relevance in machine learning literature [3, 9].
A feature is good and thus will be selected if its weight of
relevance is greater than a threshold value. A well known
algorithm that relies on relevance evaluation is Relief [8].
It estimates the relevance of features according to how well
their values distinguish between the instances of the same
and different classes that are near each other. It randomly
samples a number (m) of instances from the training set
and updates the relevance estimation of each feature based
on the difference between the selected instance and the two
nearest instances of the same and opposite classes. Time
complexity of Relief for a data set with M instances and N
features is O(mMN). With m being a constant, the time
complexity becomes O(MN), which makes it very scalable
to data sets with both a huge number of instances and a very
high dimensionality. However, Relief does not help with re-
moving redundant features. As long as features are deemed
relevant to the class concept, they will all be selected even
though many of them are highly correlated to each other [8].
Many other algorithms in this group have similar problems
with handling redundancy as Relief does. They can only
identify relevant features to the target concept according to
different relevance criteria, but cannot effectively discover
redundancy among features. However, empirical evidence
from feature selection literature shows that, along with ir-
relevant features, redundant features also affect the speed
and accuracy of mining algorithms and thus should be elim-
inated as well [7, 9]. Therefore, in the context of feature
selection for high dimensional data where there may ex-
ist many redundant features, pure relevance-based feature
weighting algorithms do not meet the need of feature selec-
tion very well, although they have linear time complexity
O(N) in terms of dimensionality N .

Subset search algorithms search through candidate feature
subsets guided by a certain evaluation measure [12] which
captures the goodness of each subset. An optimal (or near
optimal) subset is selected when the search stops. Among
existing evaluation measures, correlation measure has been
shown effective in removing both irrelevant and redundant
features [7]. Correlation measure evaluates the goodness
of feature subsets based on the hypothesis that good fea-
ture subsets contain features highly correlated to (predic-
tive of) the class, yet uncorrelated to (not predictive of)
each other. It requires certain heuristic that takes into ac-
count the usefulness of individual features for predicting the
class label along with the level of inter-correlation between
them. In [7], correlation measure is applied in an algorithm

called CFS that exploits heuristic search (best first search)
to search for candidate feature subsets. As many other al-
gorithms that exploit heuristic search, CFS has time com-
plexity O(N2) in terms of dimensionality N . It is known
that algorithms with random search can have linear time
complexity in terms of the number of subsets evaluated [14],
but experiments show that in order to obtain near opti-
mal results the required number of subsets for evaluation is
mostly at least quadratic to the number of features N [6].
Therefore, with at least quadratic complexity in terms of
dimensionality, subset search algorithms do not have strong
scalability to deal with high dimensional data.

To overcome the problems of algorithms in both groups
and meet the demand for feature selection for high dimen-
sional data, we develop a novel approach which can effec-
tively identify both irrelevant and redundant features with
less time complexity than subset search algorithms.

3. A CORRELATION-BASED APPROACH

3.1 Correlation-based Measures
Before we delve into our new approach, we now discuss

how to evaluate the goodness of features for classification.
In general, a feature is good if it is relevant to the class
concept but is not redundant to any of the other relevant
features. If we adopt the correlation between two variables
as a goodness measure, the above definition becomes that
a feature is good if it is highly correlated to the class but
not highly correlated to any of the other features. In other
words, if the correlation between a feature and the class is
high enough to make it relevant to (or predictive of) the
class and the correlation between it and any other relevant
features does not reach a level so that it can be predicted
by any of the other relevant features, it will be regarded as
a good feature for the classification task.

Classical linear correlation analysis is a well known ap-
proach to measure the correlation between two random vari-
ables. It helps remove features with near zero linear correla-
tion to the class and reduce redundancy among selected fea-
tures. However, it may not be able to capture correlations
that are not linear in nature in the real world. Another lim-
itation is that the calculation requires all features contain
numerical values.

Therefore, in our approach we adopt another form of cor-
relation measure based on the information-theoretical con-
cept of entropy, a measure of the uncertainty of a random
variable. The entropy of a variable X is defined as

H(X) = −
X

i

P (xi) log2(P (xi)), (1)

and the entropy of X after observing values of another vari-
able Y is defined as

H(X|Y ) = −
X

j

P (yj)
X

i

P (xi|yj) log2(P (xi|yj)), (2)

where P (xi) is the prior probabilities for all values of variable
X, and P (xi|yi) is the posterior probabilities of X given
the values of Y . The amount by which the entropy of X
decreases reflects additional information about X provided
by Y and is called information gain [19], given by

IG(X|Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ). (3)



According to this measure, a feature Y is regarded more
correlated to feature X than to feature Z, if IG(X|Y ) >
IG(Z|Y ).

It is known that information gain is symmetrical for two
variables [18], which is desirable for measuring correlations
between features. However, information gain is biased in
favor of features with more values. Furthermore, the val-
ues have to be normalized to ensure they are comparable
and have the same affect. Therefore, we choose symmetrical
uncertainty [18], defined as follows.

SU(X, Y ) = 2

�
IG(X|Y )

H(X) + H(Y )

�
(4)

It compensates for information gain’s bias toward features
with more values and normalizes its values to the range [0, 1]
with the value 1 indicating that knowledge of the value of
either one completely predicts the value of the other and the
value 0 indicating that X and Y are independent. In addi-
tion, it still treats a pair of features symmetrically. Entropy-
based measures require nominal features, but they can be
applied to measure correlations between continuous features
as well, if the values are discretized properly in advance [11].
Therefore, we use symmetrical uncertainty in this work.

3.2 Definitions and Methodology
Using symmetrical uncertainty (SU) as the goodness mea-

sure, we are now ready to develop a procedure to select good
features for classification based on correlation analysis of fea-
tures (including the class). This involves two aspects: (1)
how to decide whether a feature is relevant to the class or
not, and (2) how to decide whether such a relevant feature
is redundant or not when considering it with other relevant
features.

The answer to the first question can be using a threshold
SU value decided by the user, as the method used by many
other feature weighting algorithms (e.g., Relief). For a data
set S containing N features and a class C, let SUi,c denote
the SU value that measures the correlation between a fea-
ture Fi and the class C (named C-correlation), We give our
definition of relevance as below.

Definition 1. (Relevance) A feature Fi is said to be rel-
evant to the class concept C iff SUi,c ≥ δ where δ is the
threshold relevance value.

Through this paper, we use S′ to denote the set of relevant
features, i.e., S′ = {Fi|SUi,c ≥ δ, Fi ∈S}.

The answer to the second question is more complicated
because (1) it may involve analysis of pairwise correlations
between all features (named F -correlation), which results
in time complexity O(N2) associated with dimensionality
N ; and (2) it is not clear which is the best way to remove
redundant features based on F -correlation information. To
solve these two problems, we now propose our method.

Since F -correlations are also captured by SU values, in or-
der to determine feature redundancy, we need to find a rea-
sonable way to decide the threshold level for F -correlations
as well. In other words, we need to decide whether the level
of correlation between two relevant features in S′ is high
enough to cause redundancy so that one of them may be
removed. For a relevant feature Fi, the value of SUi,c quan-
tifies the extent to which Fi is correlated to (or predictive
of) the class C. If we examine the value of SUj,i between Fi

and all the rest relevant features (i.e., ∀Fj ∈ S′, j 6= i), we

can also obtain quantified estimations about the extent to
which Fi is correlated to (or predicted by) the rest relevant
features. Therefore, it is possible to identify highly corre-
lated features to the concept Fi in the same straightforward
manner as we decide relevant features to the class concept,
using some arbitrary threshold SU value. We can do this
for all relevant features. However, this method only sounds
reasonable when we try to determine highly correlated fea-
tures to one concept while not considering another concept.
In the context of a set of relevant features S′ already identi-
fied for the class concept, when we try to determine highly
correlated features for a given feature Fi in S′, it is more
reasonable to use the C-correlation level SUi,c between Fi

and the class concept as a reference. The reason lies on
the common phenomenon - a feature that is correlated to
one concept (e.g., the class) at a certain level may also be
correlated to some other concepts (features) at the same or
even higher level. If these features are more correlated to
the class concepts, it is natural to think that Fi is redun-
dant to the existence of these features. Therefore, even the
correlation between Fi and the target concept is larger than
some threshold δ and thereof making this feature relevant to
the target concept, this correlation may not be predominant
or significant in determining the target concept. Before we
give precise definitions about predominant correlation, re-
dundant feature, and predominant feature, we now introduce
some additional symbols to facilitate our definitions.

Given a data set S with a set of relevant features S′ and a
relevant feature Fi, Si

+ = {Fj |Fj ∈ S′, SUj,c > SUi,c},
Si
− = {Fj |Fj ∈ S′, j 6= i, SUj,c <= SUi,c}, Si

(RS) =

{Fj |SUj,i ≥ SUi,c, Fj ∈ Si
+ }, and Si

(RO) = {Fj |SUi,j ≥
SUj,c, Fj ∈ Si

− }.
Definition 2. (Predominant correlation). The correlation

between a relevant feature Fi and the class C is predominant
iff Si

(RS) = ?.

Definition 3. (Redundancy) A relevant feature Fi is re-
garded as redundant to the existence of any feature Fj (called

redundant subject) in Si
(RS), and at the same time, any fea-

ture Fk (called redundant object) in Si
(RO) is regarded as

redundant to the existence of Fi.

Our definition of redundancy has two distinct differences
to the normal understanding about feature redundancy. First,
a feature is normally said to be redundant if one or more of
the other features are highly correlated to it. In our defini-
tion, the redundancy of a feature is decided not only by its
F -correlations to other features but also by its C-correlation
and the C-correlations of other features that are correlated
to it. Second, redundancy is normally regarded as a sym-
metrical relationship between features and which one is re-
moved is decided at random. In our definition, we believe
that in recognition of redundancy between a pair of features,
the feature that is more relevant to the class concept should
have priority to be kept to the other feature which is re-
dundant to it. Our assumption is that if two features are
found to be redundant to each other and one of them needs
to be removed, removing the one that is less relevant to the
class concept keeps more information to predicate the class
while reducing redundancy in the data. Whether or not a
relevant feature Fi is removed after it is decided as a redun-
dant feature to the features in Si

(RS) is dependent on the
existence of each feature in Si

(RS). For instance, for three



features Fi, Fj , Fk, if Si
(RS) = {Fj}, Si

(RO) = {Fk}, and if
Fj is known to be removed, Fi should be kept, and thus Fk

should be removed; otherwise, Fi should be removed, and
we need to decide whether or not to remove Fk based on
other features in Sk

(RS).

Definition 4. (Predominant feature). A feature is pre-
dominant to the class, iff its correlation to the class is pre-
dominant or can become predominant after all features in
Si

(RS) are removed.

According to the above definitions, we have the following
theorem (proof is given elsewhere due to the space limit).

Theorem 1. The feature that is the most relevant to the
class concept is always a predominant feature and can be
used as a starting point to remove other features.

Based on Theorem 1, we can easily obtain a deterministic
procedure that can effectively identify predominant features
and remove redundant ones among all relevant features in
S′, without having to identify all the redundant features
for every relevant feature, and thus avoids pairwise analy-
sis of F -correlations between all features. This is because
we do not need to calculate SU values for all pairs of fea-
tures in advance. Once we get a ranking of the relevance
of every feature to the class concept and determine the rel-
evant feature set S′, we can analyze the F -correlations on
the fly starting from the first feature in the ranking list.
After a relevant feature is identified as redundant to one
of the already-determined predominant features, it will be
removed immediately without further processing for corre-
lation analysis with other features.

3.3 Algorithm and Analysis
Based on the methodology presented before, we develop

an algorithm, named FCBF (Fast Correlation-Based Fil-
ter). As in Figure 1, given a data set S with N features
and a class C, the algorithm finds a set of predominant fea-
tures Sbest for the class concept. It consists of two major
parts. In the first part (line 2-7), it calculates the SU value
for each feature, selects relevant features into S′list based
on the predefined threshold δ, and orders them in descend-
ing order according to their SU values. In the second part
(line 8-20), it further processes the ordered list S′list to re-
move redundant features and only keeps predominant ones
among all the selected relevant features. According to The-
orem 1, a feature Fp that has already been determined to
be a predominant feature can always be used to filter out
other features that are ranked lower than Fp and have Fp as
one of its redundant subjects. The iteration starts from the
first element in S′list (line 8) and continues as follows. For
all the remaining features (from the one right next to Fp to
the last one in S′list), if Fp happens to be one of the redun-
dant subjects to a feature Fq (line 14), Fq will be removed
from S′list. After one round of filtering features based on
Fp, the algorithm will take the currently remaining feature
right next to Fp as the new reference (line 19) to repeat the
filtering process. The algorithm stops until there is no more
feature to be removed from S′list.

The first part of the above algorithm has linear time com-
plexity O(N) in terms of dimensionality N . As to the second
part, in each iteration, using the predominant feature Fp

identified in the previous round, FCBF can remove a large

input: S(F1, F2, ..., FN , C) // a training data set
δ // a predefined threshold

output: Sbest // an optimal subset

1 begin
2 for i = 1 to N do begin
3 calculate SUi,c for Fi;
4 if (SUi,c ≥ δ)
5 append Fi to S′list;
6 end;
7 order S′list in descending SUi,c value;
8 Fp = getF irstElement(S′list);
9 do begin
10 Fq = getNextElement(S′list, Fp);
11 if (Fq <> NULL)
12 do begin
13 F ′q = Fq;
14 if (SUp,q ≥ SUq,c)
15 remove Fq from S′list;
16 Fq = getNextElement(S′list, F

′
q);

17 else Fq = getNextElement(S′list, Fq);
18 end until (Fq == NULL);
19 Fp = getNextElement(S′list, Fp);
20 end until (Fp == NULL);
21 Sbest = S′list;
22 end;

Figure 1: FCBF Algorithm

number of features that are redundant to Fp in the current
iteration. The best case could be that all of the remaining
features following Fp in the ranked list will be removed; the
worst case could be none of them. On average, we can as-
sume that half of the remaining features will be removed in
each iteration. Therefore, the time complexity for the sec-
ond part is O(N log N) in terms of N . Since the calculation
of SU for a pair of features is linear in term of the number of
instances M in a data set, the overall complexity of FCBF
is O(MN log N).

4. EMPIRICAL STUDY
The objective of this section is to evaluate our proposed

algorithm in terms of speed, degree of dimensionality and re-
dundancy reduction, and classification accuracy on selected
features.

4.1 Experiment Setup
In our experiments, we select three feature selection algo-

rithms in comparison with FCBF. One is a partial algorithm
of FCBF (line 2-7 in Figure 1, denoted as FCBF-P) which
merely ranks each feature in S based on its C-correlation
and selects relevant ones according to the threshold δ. An-
other one is a feature weighting algorithm, ReliefF [10] (an
extension to Relief) which searches for several nearest neigh-
bors to be robust to noise and handles multiple classes. The
third one is a subset search algorithm (denoted as CFS-SF)
which exploits correlation measure and sequential forward
search . It is a variation of the CFS algorithm mentioned
in section 2. The reason why we prefer CSF-SF to CFS is
because both experiments in [7] and our initial experiments



show that CFS only produces slightly better results than
CSF-SF, but CSF-SF runs faster than CFS based on best
first search with 5 nodes expansion and therefore is more
suitable for high dimensional data. In addition to feature se-
lection algorithms, we also select a well known classification
algorithm, C4.5 [19], to evaluate the accuracy on selected
features for each feature selection algorithm.

Table 1: Summary of bench-mark data sets.
Title # Features # Instances # Classes

Lung-cancer 57 32 3
Promoters 59 106 2
Splice 62 3190 3
USCensus90 68 9338 3
CoIL2000 86 5822 2
Chemical 151 936 3
Musk2 169 6598 2
Arrhythmia 280 452 16
Isolet 618 1560 26
Multi-features 650 2000 10

The experiments are conducted using Weka’s implementa-
tion of all these existing algorithms and FCBF is also imple-
mented in Weka environment [20]. All together 10 data sets
are selected from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [2]
and the UCI KDD Archive [1]. A summary of data sets is
presented in Table 1.

For each data set, we run FCBF, CFS-SF, and ReliefF to
obtain a set of selected features from each algorithm, and
record their running times. As our purpose is to evaluate
FCBF, it is not necessary for us to record the running time
of FCBF-P (a fraction of that of FCBF), but we still record
the set of selected feature for it in order to investigate the
level of redundancy reduction by FCBF. We then apply C4.5
on the original data set as well as each newly obtained data
set containing only the selected features from each feature
selection algorithm and record overall classification accuracy
by 10-fold cross-validation.

4.2 Results and Discussions
Table 2 records the running time and the number of se-

lected features for each feature selection algorithm. For Re-
liefF, the parameter k is set to 5 (neighbors) and m is set
to 30 (instances) throughout the experiments. From Ta-
ble 2, we can observe that for each algorithm the running
times over different data sets are consistent with our previ-
ous time complexity analysis. From the averaged values in
the last row of Table 2, it is clear that FCBF runs signifi-
cantly faster (in degrees) than CFS-SF and ReliefF, which
verifies FCBF’s superior computational efficiency. What is
interesting is that ReliefF is unexpectedly slow even though
its time complexity becomes O(MN) with a fixed sample
size m. The reason lies on that searching for nearest neigh-
bors involves distance calculation which is more time con-
suming than the calculation of symmetrical uncertainty val-
ues.

From Table 2, it is also clear that FCBF achieves the
highest level of dimensionality and redundancy reduction
by selecting the least number of features (with only one ex-
ception in USCensus90), which is consistent with our theo-
retical analysis about FCBF’s ability to identify redundant
features.

Tables 3 shows the classification accuracy of C4.5 on dif-
ferent feature sets. From the averaged accuracy over all data
sets, we observe that, in general, (1) FCBF improves the ac-
curacy of C4.5; and (2) of the other three algorithms, only
CSF-SF can enhance the accuracy of C4.5 to the same level
as FCBF does. From individual accuracy values, we also
observe that for most of the data sets, FCBF can maintain
or even increase the accuracy.

The above experimental results suggest that FCBF can
achieve what it is designed for and performs best among all
feature selection algorithms under comparison in different
aspects - it can efficiently achieve high degree of dimension-
ality and redundancy reduction and enhance classification
accuracy with predominant features most of times. There-
fore, FCBF is practical for feature selection for classification
of high dimensional data.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, a feature is good if it is predominant in pre-

dicting the class concept, and feature selection for classifi-
cation is a process that identifies all predominant features
to the class concept and removes the rest. In this work, we
point out the importance of removing redundant features in
high-dimensional data. After reviewing existing feature se-
lection algorithms, we propose an efficient correlation-based
algorithm based on the concepts of C-correlation and F -
correlation. The superior performance of our method is
established through extensive experiments on high dimen-
sional data. Our next goal is to apply FCBF to data with
higher dimensionality in the range of thousands of features.
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